Learning Gym Math Unit Tracking Sheet
Basic Math: Solving Mixed Word Problems

Name: __________________________ Start Date: _______ Completed Date: ________

Discuss

Discuss the Introduction tab with a Coach.
Coach Initial: __________ Date: ____________

Problem Solving

Discuss the Problem Solving tab with a Coach. Talk about the Concept/Skill and Sample to make sure you understand it.
Coach Initial: __________ Date: ____________

Practice

You will always do the Problem Solving section. The most important thing about any new Math you learn is to be able to use it to think about and solve real problems.

Apply

• Get a copy of the Single Step Mixed Word Problems Post-Test from a Coach. For the Multi-Step Mixed Word Problems Test, click on the link in the Apply tab of the Unit on the Learning Gym site.
• Problem Solving Post-Test
  1st try: _________ 2nd try: _________ 3rd try: _________ Pass: __________
• A passing score is 4 out of 5 for the Single Step Mixed Word Problems test. A passing score for the Multi-Step Mixed Word Problems test is 3 out of 4. If you do not pass both of the Problem Solving Post-Tests, review the Problem Solving tab again.